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The online entertainment industry has always been at the climax of
technological innovation and an undeniable part of every successful
medium in history, from print to television to the internet. We believe this market is ready to merge with blockchain. With CryptonsQ
all payments for the entertainment industry will be reliable, secure
and anonymous.
The global media and entertainment market has consistently been
on the rise. The entire worldwide market is projected to grow from
an estimated 1.72 trillion U.S. dollars in 2015 to 2.2 trillion U.S. dollars by 2021. Gaming is an integral and ever-developing segment of
this market. The two largest gaming regions, Asia Pacific and North
America, are predicted to account for 78 percent of global revenues
in 2017. Online gaming in particular is one of the branches that has
evolved over the past decades. It includes social gaming, mobile
gaming, as well as free-to-play and pay-to-play massively multiplayer
gaming, otherwise known as MMO gaming. The latter two segments
combined generated revenue of roughly 19.9 billion U.S. dollars in
2016 and, judging by the data volume of global online gaming traffic

alone, which is forecast to grow from 126 petabytes in 2016 to 568
petabytes in 2020, it is safe to assume online gaming is here to stay.
The number of online console gamers is expected to grow to over
57 million by 2020 and the market for PC online games alone is projected to reach a value of around 33.6 billion U.S. dollars by 2019. In
a 2016 survey, 25 percent of respondents claimed to have spent on
average between 41 to 60 percent of their time playing multiplayer online games using a handheld console. That year, the world’s
leading F2P and P2P massively multiplayer online games include:
League of Legends, Crossfire, Dungeon Fighter Online, World of
Warcraft, World of Tanks and DOTA 2. In fact, DOTA 2 was the most
played game on steam by hourly average number of players.
Industry leaders include already established video game developers
such as Electronic Arts , Ubisoft, and Activision Blizzard, all of whom
have recognized the opportunity presented by the rising online
gaming segment. There are also major players in the market whose
primary focus is social gaming. These developers include, but are
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not limited to, Supercell, Zynga, and King.com. In fact, as of mid2017, each of these three developers had two games on a ranking
of the ten most popular Facebook games.
Social gaming is tightly bound with mobile gaming, as the majority of
social games are developed in the form of apps for iOS and Android
devices. In the United States, the social app-based market largely
exceeds browser-based social gaming. This trend has been apparent at least since 2010. That year, app-based gaming accounted for
70 percent of the social online market value, with the remaining
30 percent of the value attributed to browser social games. Allowing for constant growth, by 2020 those categories are expected to
account for 84 percent and 16 percent of the social online gaming
market, respectively.

consoles for accessing video content provided by online services
such as Hulu and Netflix. In 2012, for the first time, entertainment
usage passed multiplayer game usage on Xbox, meaning that users
spent more time with online video and music services and applications than playing multiplayer games. This rapid type of industry
convergence has caused the distinction between video game console and personal computers to disappear. A game console with
high-speed microprocessors attached to a television set is, for all
intents and purposes, a computer and monitor.

The industry has seen a shift towards games with multiplayer facilities. A larger percentage of games on all types of platforms include
some type of competitive online multiplayer capability.
In addition, the industry is experiencing further significant change
driven by convergence, with technology and player comfort being
the two primary reasons for this wave of industry convergence. Video games and related content can now be accessed and played on
a variety of media, including: cable television, dedicated consoles,
handheld devices and smartphones, through social networking sites
or through an ISP, through a game developer’s website, and online
through a game console and/or home or office personal computer.
In fact, 12% of U.S. households already make regular use of game

As this distinction has been diminished, players’ willingness to
play and access content on different platforms has increased. The
growing video gamer demographic accounts for this trend, as former president of the Entertainment Software Association Douglas
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Lowenstein explained at the 10th E3 expo, “Looking ahead, a child
born in 1995, E3’s inaugural year, will be 19 years old in 2014. And
according to Census Bureau data, by the year 2020, there will be
174 million Americans between the ages of 5 and 44. That’s 174
million Americans who will have grown up with PlayStations, Xboxes, and GameCubes from their early childhood and teenage years...
What this means is that the average gamer will be both older and,
given their lifetime familiarity with playing interactive games, more
sophisticated and discriminating about the games they play.”
Evidence of the increasing player willingness to play video games
across a variety of media and different platforms can be seen in the
rise of casual gaming on smartphones, tablets, and social networking sites as 92% of all smartphone and tablet owners play games
at least once a week, 45% play daily, and industry estimates predict that, by 2016, one-third of all global mobile gaming revenue will
come from tablets alone. Apple’s App Store alone has more than
90,000 game apps, a growth of 1,400% since it went online. In addition, game revenues for iOS and Android mobile devices now exceed those of both Nintendo and Sony handheld gaming systems
combined.
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The Future of Payments
in the Online Entertainment
Industry
CryptonsQ is a project inspired by the Online Entertainment Industry which aims to offer all businesses related to the industry a safe
and reliable payment solution, to guarantee safety and minimise rejections based on the nature of the business. Our vision is a future
where a large share of the entertainment market uses one unified
token; CryptonsQ, for all their transactions. The different sectors of
the industry will create an intricate ecosystem with thousands of interconnected businesses, in which the token will be exchanged, and
its value will be consistently on the rise. Our aim is for CryptonsQ
to become the principal cryptocurrency which will largely replace
fiat currencies in the multi-billion dollar industry over the course
of several years. CryptonsQ will serve as a solution to a prominent
problem, becoming a highly used and valuable token for millions of
businesses and individuals. This whitepaper will explain the details
of this vision and exactly how we see it coming to fruition.

project is intended for all those interested in earning money from
blockchain technology, especially cryptocurrency investors who are
looking for the most innovative projects in leading and fast-growing
sectors of internet economy.
The final result of our work will be the creation of an ultra-secure
and stable cryptocurrency, which can be used by hundreds of millions of users and businesses, and its introduction to all the largest
cryptocurrency stock exchanges, thus enabling a smooth exchange
between CryptonsQ and other cryptocurrencies in use around the
world.

Everyone across the world can join the CryptonsQ project, it is developed on an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) basis, enabling the purchase of tokens starting with the very first phases of its creation. The
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CryptonsQ Pre-Ico
So that everyone across the world can join the CryptonsQ project, it
is developed on an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) basis, enabling the purchase of tokens starting with the very first phases of its creation. The
project is intended for all those interested in earning money from
blockchain technology, especially cryptocurrency investors who are
looking for the most innovative projects in leading and fast-growing
sectors of internet economy.

The price will be increasing across the coming Pre-Ico phases, until
it reaches 1 QST = 0,00018956 ETH.
The project is scheduled to be completed in Q1 2019.
100 million CryptonsQ tokens will be available.
The key financing data for the project:
Soft cap: 450 000 USD
Hard cap: 1 300 000 USD

The final result of our work will be the creation of an ultra-secure
and stable cryptocurrency, which can be used by hundreds of millions of users and businesses, and its introduction to all the largest
cryptocurrency stock exchanges, thus enabling a smooth exchange
between CryptonsQ and other cryptocurrencies in use around the
world.
Currently, the distribution of 5 million tokens in the Pre-Ico phase,
at the rate of EUR 0.08 EUR per 1 QST, is taking place. The campaign
started this July, and there is no restriction on the minimum purchase volumes.
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Roadmap
PHASE 1
1 CryptonsQ (QST) = 0,00018956 ETH
Duration 1 July – 15 August 2018
2 million tokens

1

2
3

PHASE 3
CryptonsQ (QST) = 0,00023333 ETH
Duration 1 October – 31 October 2018
X million tokens

PHASE 5
1 CryptonsQ (QST) = 0,00029163 ETH
Duration 1 December – 31 December 2018
X million tokens

PHASE 2

4
5

CryptonsQ (QST) = 0,00020414 ETH
Duration 16 August – 30 September 2018
3 million tokens

PHASE 4
1 CryptonsQ (QST) = 0,00026247 ETH
Duration 1 November – 30 November 2018
X million tokens
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PHASE 6
Entry onto the Exchange
Q2 2019
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What is CryptonsQ?
CryptonsQ was created to solve the most crucial problems hindering the growth of the entertainment sector. Its mission is to significantly facilitate the creation of the content by the media, film and
entertainment producers, and to improve the cash flow between
creators and consumers. With the introduction of a new decentralised and universal currency into the ecosystem, it will finally be possible to implement innovative projects, such as the equivalent of
Netflix based on the blockchain network.
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The use of collected
resources
The financing obtained in all phases of the project will be distributed
as follows:
55% - Development of the platform and the cryptocurrency itself
The cost of creating the ultra-secure cryptocurrency which can be
exchanged by millions of users at the same time. Basing the cryptocurrency on smart contracts with the best parameters for the entertainment industry.
12% - Research and development
The scale of CryptonsQ implementation requires state-of-the-art
technologies and goes beyond the currently known technical solutions and their limitations, such as the development of protocols
handling more than 1.3 million transactions every day.

8% - Rights and exceptions
Legal issues related to the cryptocurrency exchange and safekeeping, as well as proprietary copyrights to projects based on the cryptocurrency.
10% - Business development
The implementation of the cryptocurrency in the ecosystem will require the support of many business partners and the establishment
of contacts and cooperation with the largest media and entertainment corporations

20% - Marketing and community building
The dissemination of CryptonsQ amongst leading stakeholders and
users within the entertainment industry has been one of the key
objectives since the project was created. It requires advanced and
effective marketing strategies.
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Summary
CryptonsQ is a digital currency based on blockchain technology that
will become a universal means of payment between businesses operating in the entertainment industry. This cryptocurrency will create a new kind of relationship and added value between content
creators and consumers, giving them a payment solution that is
secure, independent and free of commission from intermediaries.
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Legal notice
READ THIS NOTICE VERY CAREFULLY. CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, TAX AND FINANCIAL ADVISOR BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY. NEITHER UN, ITS MANAGERS, EMPLOYEES, ADVISORS, OTHER AGENTS NOR ANY THIRD PARTY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DAMAGE OR LOSS, WHETHER DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL (E.G. LOSS OF
PROFIT, GOODWILL OR DATA), THAT MAY RESULT FROM READING THIS WHITE PAPER, OTHER MATERIALS PRODUCED BY WEBSITE, ACQUIRING QUINTESSENCE TOKENS OR USING THE UN WEBSITE AT CRYPTONSGAME.COM.
NO OFFERS OF SECURITIES, ADVICE OR SOLICITATION
This white paper does not constitute any relations between you and UN. Acquiring
of the Quintessence tokens is available only after accepting the Terms & Conditions
of token sale (hereinafter – “T&C”).
This white paper is intended for informational purposes only. It may not be considered as an investment advice, investment research, recommendation, solicitation of any kind or an endorsement, nor will it form a part of any investment
decision or any other decision regarding Quintessence tokens. You are solely
responsible for determining whether acquisition of Quintessence tokens is appropriate or suitable for you based on your investment objectives and financial
situation. Any decisions or actions taken on the basis of information presented
in this white paper, the cryptonsgame.com website or other content is done at
your own risk and discretion.
This white paper does not constitute an offer or an invitation to purchase shares,
securities or rights of UN or any affiliated entity. Acquisition of Quintessence cryptographic tokens does not present an exchange of cryptocurrencies for any form
of shares of UN and a holder of Quintessence cryptographic tokens is not entitled
to any guaranteed form of voting rights or rights to dividend, holders of Quintessence tokens are only entitled to certain rights specified in this white paper. Quin-

tessence tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This
white paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort, and
is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investments
in securities in any jurisdiction. Accordingly, this white paper does not constitute
investment advice or an invitation to invest in any security or financial instrument
of any nature whatsoever.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
The information set forth in this white paper constitutes forward-looking information regarding the plans, intentions, future of the project, future events and projections. These statements may be identified by, but not limited to, words and
phrases such as “will”, “estimate”, “aim”, endeavor”, “envision”, “believe”, “expect”,
“project”, “anticipate”, or words of similar meaning. However, some forward-looking statements may not be identified by such phrases and you are expected to consider any statement regarding the future as a forward-looking statement. Such forward-looking statements are also included in other publicly available UN materials
such as videos, blog posts, interviews, etc. Forward-looking statements include, but
are not limited to: (i) execution and completion of the UN ICO campaign; (ii) the projected performance and usability of Cryptonic Universe Platform; (iii) the expected
development of Cryptonic Universe Platform and the services provided thereby;
(iv) execution of the UN’s vision and strategy; (v) possible future liquidity, usage and
benefits of Quintessence tokens. The forward-looking statements involve a variety
of risks and uncertainties. Should any of these risks or uncertainties materialize,
the actual performance and progress of Cryptonic Universe project might differ
from expectations set by the forward-looking statements. These statements are
not guarantees of future performance and no reliance should be placed on them.
UN undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements if circumstances change. By acting upon forward-looking statements in the white paper, cryptonsgame.com website and other materials produced by UN, you bear the full risk
and responsibility in the case of forward-looking statements not materializing.
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NO GUARANTEES
There is no guarantee that the Cryptonic Universe project will be a success. Similarly,
there is no guarantee that the value of Quintessence tokens will rise. You should
bear in mind that the value of Quintessence tokens can go up as well as down. You
are advised to thoroughly assess the risks and uncertainties involved before making
any decisions. No promises in terms of token value or future performance are made.
EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY
Although UN has taken reasonable steps to ensure the integrity and accuracy of
information communicated, UN nor any of its agents owe any duty of care to you,
nor make any express or implied representation or warranty, and no responsibility
or liability is accepted by any of them with respect to the adequacy, accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of the facts, opinions, estimates, forecasts, projections
or other information in this white paper or any further information, written or oral
notice, or other document at any time provided in connection with Quintessence
tokens, Cryptonic Universe project, UN or any other aspect of the activities of UN.
Nothing shall be relied upon as a promise or representation regarding any historic
or current position or future events. The opinions, descriptions, plans and intentions
expressed herein are those held by the authors at the date of this white paper and
may be subject to change. UN disclaims all liability and responsibility to the maximum extent of the law for any statement or informative material communicated.
LIMITATIONS
The sale of Quintessence tokens is not registered or otherwise approved by any
regulatory authority in any jurisdiction. This white paper does not constitute an offer
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to acquire Quintessence tokens in any jurisdiction
where such an offer or solicitation is unlawful or would impose any unfulfilled registration, qualification, publication or approval requirements, or undue burden, on UN.
Among other, Quintessence tokens may not at any time be offered, sold, pledged or
otherwise transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly, within the United States, to,
or for the account or benefit of, US Persons (as defined in Regulation S under the
US Securities Act). Quintessence tokens are being offered and sold solely outside
the United States to non-US Persons. In addition to other considerations and limitations, Quintessence tokens are only suitable for individuals and entities (i) who have
significant experience with and understanding of the usage and intricacies of cryptographic tokens, (ii) who understand and are willing to assume the potential risk of
capital loss and who understand that there may be limited liquidity and/or usage for

Quintessence tokens; (iii) for whom the acquisition of Quintessence tokens is part of
a diversified investment program; and (iv) who understand and are willing to assume
the risks involved. This white paper is subject to copyright with all rights reserved. It
may not be published, distributed or transmitted by any other person by any means
or media, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part.
REPRESENTATION AND WARRANTIES FOR THE READER
Upon taking action on the basis of information presented in this white paper, the
cryptonsgame.com website or other content produced by UN, you confirm that: (a)
this white paper, the cryptonsgame.com website or any other material produced
by UN is not an offering, solicitation or prospectus of any kind; (b) you are acquiring
Quintessence tokens at your sole risk and “as is” basis without any warranties, either
express or implied; (c) UN is exempted from any direct or indirect liability to the maximum extent of the law; (d) Quintessence tokens are not intended as securities or any
other instruments the sale of which would require a license or an authorization of
any kind, and you may not acquire Quintessence tokens if Quintessence tokens may
be regarded as securities or any other instruments the sale of which would require
a license or an authorization of any kind in your jurisdiction; (e) you have a good understanding of the key components of blockchain technology and understand how
blockchains operate. In addition, you fully understand how to use blockchain wallets,
including safeguarding private keys; (f) you are aware of risks in the cryptocurrency
industry and are able to bear potential losses in full (which may be equal to the price
you have paid for Quintessence tokens); (g) you are not a citizen or a resident of
the United States, China, Singapore or any other country whose legislation limits or
forbids the offering, sale, acquisition of and/or other transactions with Quintessence
tokens, or the envisioned activities of UN; (h) you are liable for declaring and settling
any applicable tax obligations, however, in case the initial sale of Quintessence tokens is or may be taxable in your jurisdiction, you may not acquire Quintessence tokens; (i) you have the legal capacity to acquire Quintessence tokens and, if applicable,
have obtained all necessary approvals.
You understand and agree that: (a) no regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in this white paper and (b) no such action
has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any
jurisdiction and (c) the publication, distribution or dissemination of this White paper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or rules have
been complied.
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